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1 Introduction

Expressions like more have been the target of early and sustained interest in formal seman-

tics, from their occurrence as part of complex determiners (e.g., more than three; Barwise

& Cooper 1981, Geurts & Nouwen 2007, etc.), as adjectival modifiers (e.g., more intelligent ;

Seuren 1973, Cresswell 1976, von Stechow 1984), and, more recently, as nominal and verbal

modifiers (e.g., more coffee, run more). As the relevant empirical terrain has expanded, so

are new questions raised about the relationship between quantification, broadly construed,

and degree comparison. At the same time, research in cognitive psychology has revealed deep

correspondences between comparative language and conceptualization, bringing to the fore

certain foundational questions about how formal semantic analysis relates to language un-

derstanding. We examine the relationship between event structure (as encoded by verbs like

jump and move) and conceptualization in the resolution of degree selection in comparatives.

The study of nominal and verbal comparatives has highlighted the general notion of ‘mea-

surement’ in characterizing their meaning, where measurement is understood as a mapping

µδ from an ordered set of entities E to degrees on a scale Sδ, where Sδ represents quantitative

relationships along dimension δ that hold amongst the elements of E. In the case of more

coffee, E is a set of portions of coffee ordered by inclusion, and it is a set of similarly-ordered

stretches of running activity for run more. Which dimension for comparison δ is selected in



any given case depends on whether µδ preserves strict ordering relationships on E (see e.g.

Schwarzschild, 2002, 2006; Wellwood et al., 2012). Thus, part of the meaning of more in

its nominal and verbal occurrences is a variable µ ranging over measure functions,1 whereas

adjectival taller and adverbial faster/more quickly lexically specify particular measure func-

tions. Importantly, then, the prevailing theory of comparatives with bare more targeting N

or V is that the specific interpretation of more—which dimension it involves—depends on

the ontological properties of N and V.

Such a theory could only ultimately be tested, though, given an independent grasp on the

relevant ontology. To see this, consider a novel verbal comparative φ based on more V, for

novel V. We should like to say not only (i) under what conditions φ should be judged true,

but (ii) whether, for any given state of affairs s, speakers will in fact say that φ is true in s.

(ii) is a challenge for our semantic theory precisely whenever we multiply entities but fail to

specify when or whether s in fact provides those entities. For example, it is common enough

to assume that a given object o and its constituent matter m are distinct in our semantic

domain D (cf. Parsons 1990; Link 1983), and to leverage such a distinction to help explain

the intuitive asymmetry between more matter and ?more object (cf. Wellwood 2018). More

often than not, though, semanticists contend that such distinctions in D merely reflect what

competent speakers of the language ‘talk as if ’ there is (see Bach 1986; Pelletier 2011; Bach

& Chao 2012 for explicit defense of this position; cf. Moltmann 2017), disregarding what

our best physical, metaphysical, or cognitive theories might say about the relation between

o and m. In the extreme, we’re free to posit entities (or representations of entities) with

properties that no plausible independent theory would endorse. In contrast, only rarely will

a semantic analysis be taken seriously if it fails to conform to the structural expectations of

our best syntactic theory.

1A major question raised by this view is whether it is right to assume that more as it occurs in more than
three books or more books can be assumed to directly encode a cardinality function; see Wellwood (2018) for
relevant discussion.



This chapter aims to correct, in small part, the theoretical retreat to mere ‘talk as if.’

We outline this perspective in somewhat more detail in the next section, along the way

motivating our series of four experimental studies at the interface between language and

vision.

2 Comparatives in language and mind

Semanticists often posit that the domain of entities to which we can refer or quantify over, D,

distinguishes ‘events’ from ‘activities,’ analogously to its distinction between ‘objects’ and

‘substances.’2 Events, like objects, are importantly ‘atomic’, or indivisible for the purposes of

reference and quantification; activities and substances are non-atomic, or divisible. Evidence

for these distinctions is primarily drawn from the distributional profiles of particular Ns and

Vs in concert with an intuitive characterization of the semantic field N or V invokes. In turn,

these domain differences are put to semantic work, as in the noted analyses of nominal and

verbal comparatives. Testing such theories, we contend, requires an explicit link between

such theories and adjacent areas of cognitive psychology. Or at least, these are the points

that this section aims to establish.

2.1 Ontology in semantic explanation

Semanticists often differentiate classes of NPs and VPs based on the kinds of relationships

that hold (or fail to) between entities in their extensions.3 Relevant data is typically drawn

from (i) asymmetries in the intuitive naturalness/interpretability of NP/VP across a variety

of grammatical environments, and (ii) the types of inferences (cumulativity, divisiveness,

2Depending on one’s typology, ‘activities’ might be considered a subset of ‘events’. Building on recent
prior work testing the analogy object : substance :: event : process (Wellwood et al. 2018a,b), we understand
the terms ‘event’ and ‘activity’/‘process’ to be mutually exclusive.

3Our discussion is limited, for present purposes, to phrases that intuitively apply to concrete or ‘basic
level’ entities like toys, mud, jumping, and moving.



etc.) that they support.

For example, it has long been observed that concrete nouns differ in whether they com-

fortably appear in grammatical contexts that impose differing demands with respect to

‘countability’. The nouns properly called ‘count’ are perfectly comfortable in the singular

and plural form, (1a-i); they straightforwardly support distributive quantification, (1a-ii),

and counting language, (1a-iii); and, they surface naturally with many as opposed to much,

(1b). The nouns properly called ‘mass’ have the opposite distribution, (2).

(1) a. i. Ann bought a toy/some toys.

ii. Each toy that Ann bought was shiny.

iii. She bought three toys.

b. i. Sue didn’t buy many toys.

ii. ? Sue didn’t buy much toy.

(2) a. i. ? Ann bought a mud/some muds.

ii. ? Each mud that Ann bought was blue.

iii. ? She bought three mud(s).

b. i. ? Sue didn’t buy many muds.

ii. Sue didn’t buy much mud.

Such nouns are also distinguished by the types of inference that they support. For

example, the mass noun mud supports cumulativity inferences as in (3a), while the count

noun toy does not, (3b).

(3) a. If this1 is mud, and that2 is mud, then this1+2 is mud.

b. ? If this1 is a toy, and that2 is a toy, then this1+2 is a toy.

One way of explaining these patterns goes as follows (see Gillon 2012 for a more detailed

overview and discussion). The extension of a count noun like toy is a set of entities, no



proper subparts of which are in that same extension—i.e., a set of atoms.4 In contrast, the

extension of a mass noun like mud is a set of entities, any proper subpart of which is in

that same extension. This difference in ‘atomicity’ can be understood in a couple of different

ways; minimally, though, it has to do with whether the concept expressed by the noun

supports non-arbitrary counts (see especially Koslicki 1997). That is, an array of four toys

contains four toys no matter how they are arranged. But an array of portions of mud may,

under rearrangement, end up being 8, or 2, or 17 portions. Singular and plural morphology,

distributive quantifiers, and many impose a requirement for atomicity, which is plainly met

by count nouns but not mass nouns.5

Similar observations and explanations have been made in relation to verbs, as well, though

matters are more delicate here.6 Certainly, it is straightforward to talk about single or

multiple jumps, (4a-i), to pair jumps with commands to do so, (4a-ii), to count some jumps,

(4a-iii), and to say that they weren’t many in number, (4b-i). The pattern is different when

we talk about what is happening as movement rather than as jumping, (5), though any jump

is a movement of a particular sort. Movement per se can only be counted non-arbitrarily via,

e.g., maximal episodes of continuous movement, or transitions from not moving to moving.7

(4) a. i. Ann jumped once/again and again.

ii. Ann jumped whenever Sue told her to.

iii. She jumped three times.

b. i. Sue didn’t jump many times.

4Whether this is understood as a lexically-determined extension or that of toy+sg, for some zero singular
morpheme, depends on the theory.

5At least, not by the sort of mass nouns that are under discussion. Superordinate mass nouns like furniture
have atomic minimal parts in their extensions, e.g. the individual chairs, tables, etc. We do not consider
these cases here, but we also do not suggest the view that mass syntax implies anti-atomicity; see Bale &
Barner 2009, Gillon 2012.

6Testing the verb qua verb is challenging; in the text, we illustrate the hypothetically parallel patterns
using semelfactive jump versus activity move, as these provide the clearest possible contrasts in English.

7It is important for our purposes that move in sentences like (5) not be read as in ‘move house’ or ‘make
a move’, which we take to be related but independent from the sense of interest.



ii. ? Sue didn’t jump much. [?distance]

(5) a. i. ? Ann moved once/again and again.

ii. ? Ann moved whenever Sue told her to.

iii. ? She moved three times.

b. i. ? Sue didn’t move many times.

ii. Sue didn’t move much. [Xdistance]

Extended consideration of such data motivates the idea that the mass/count distinction

in the nominal domain and the atelic/telic distinction in the verbal domain are semantically

parallel. And indeed, atelic or ‘unbounded’ move supports cumulativity inferences, (6a),

while telic or ‘bounded’ jump does not, (6b).8

(6) a. If Ann moved for 30 seconds, and then moved for 30 seconds, then she moved

for a minute.

b. ? If Ann jumped in 30 seconds, and then jumped again in 30 seconds, then she

jumped in a minute.

To be rendered compatible with plural morphology or pluractional phrases, it must simply

be possible to find some way of bundling the stuff that mass nouns like mud apply to and

the activity that verbs like move apply to, such that they support non-arbitrary counts in

the context of evaluation. This property of a given N or V in particular—whether it directly

supports non-arbitrary counts—has, in other literatures, been attributed to the kinds of

concepts named by N or V: object and event concepts support such counts, regardless of the

8An anonymous reviewer suggests that (6) improperly tests the telicity profiles of modified VPs, rather
than those of the embedded Vs as we have suggested. However, cumulativity inferences are always made
on the basis of sentences which, whether we like it or not, contain functional material with the potential to
mask the lexical implications of a given V. Such inferences are informative, then, only to the extent that
we can carefully control the grammatical context so that it supports just what we think the verb semantics
supports. Careful comparison of (6) with (3) should reveal that the prepositional phrases in (6) are doing
no more or less than the unobjectionable indefinite singular or plural morphology in (3).



context, while substance and process concepts do not (see Rips & Hespos 2015; Wellwood,

Hespos & Rips 2018b for recent discussion, and references). Whether located in (mental)

concept or (physical) extension, the relevant asymmetries are attributed to whether the N or

V has atoms in its extension, as required by plural morphology (overt -s with nouns, covert

pl with verbs; see e.g. Ferreira 2005) among other grammatical devices.

When plural, of course, both count nouns and telic VPs support cumulativity inferences,

(7). This reflects a shift to talk of pluralities, instead of their atomic minimal parts.

(7) a. If these1 are toys, and those2 are toys, then these 1+2 are toys.

b. If Ann jumped for 30 seconds, and then jumped again for 30 seconds, then she

jumped for a minute.

2.2 The semantics of comparatives

These ontological distinctions matter for nominal and verbal comparatives, but not for ad-

jectival and adverbial comparatives—at least, not so far as we have seen in the literature.

We now quickly sketch the formal details of the semantics for comparatives that we will

assume, drawing out where and how ontology matters. The basic set-up is that gradable

adjectives and adverbs (GAs) lexically specify particular measure functions for their com-

parative forms (in the tradition following Seuren 1973 and Cresswell 1976), while measure

functions are selected by the comparative morphology in an ontology-sensitive way with NPs

and VPs.

Standard assumptions about the semantics of adjectival comparatives hold that GAs

lexically introduce specific measure functions. On one popular way of formalizing this, the

adjective directly expresses a measure function that is taken as an argument by a comparative

operator; in this case, a sentence like (8a) would be interpreted as in (8b) (e.g., Cresswell

1976; Kennedy 1999)—true just in case the temperature of the coffee is greater than δ, the



degree contributed by the than-clause.9,10 A simple extension of this approach to adverbial

comparatives like (9a) would look as in (9b) (see Wellwood 2019, ch.2)—true just in case

the speed of Ann’s running is greater than δ′.

(8) a. The coffee is hotter than the soup is.

b. hot(c) > δ

(9) a. Ann ran faster than Betty did.

b. ∃e(ag(e, a) & run(e) & fast(e) > δ′)

Generally, GA-specified measure functions are not sensitive to whether their inputs have

any interesting mereological structure.11 Nominal and verbal comparatives are different.

Here, the selection of measure functions varies, both within and across predicates, but the

available measure functions are restricted to those that preserve ordering relations on their

inputs. As described by Wellwood et al. (2012), building on important observations by

Schwarzschild (2002, 2006) and Nakanishi (2007), comparatives targeting mass NPs and

atelic VPs well demonstrate these properties: (10a) can be interpreted as a comparison by

weight or volume, but not by temperature, while (11a) can involve distance or duration,

but not speed. Subsequent works thus posit that part of the interpretation of more is a

variable, call it µ, valued by the assignment function σ. Permissible values of σ(µ), applied

to argument α ∈ DP , must be monotonic with respect to 4P . Informally, this just means

that permissible measure functions preserve strict ordering relations.

9Standard compositional assumptions would, in present terms, unpack δ in (8b) as max(λd.hot(s) ≥ d),
and δ′ in (9b) as max(λd.∃e(ag(e, b) & run(e) & fast(e) ≥ d)). See Bhatt & Pancheva 2004 for recent
discussion of the syntax of the than-clause.

10A prominent alternative expands on the style of interpretation in (8b) to accommodate, in particular,
scope-related phenomena; see Bartsch & Vennemann 1972; Heim 2000. On such a formulation, the inter-
pretation of (8a) would look like max(λd.hot(c) ≥ d) > max(λd.hot(s) ≥ d), which is truth-conditionally
equivalent to (8b).

11This is not to say that no theory of GAs or GA comparatives is sensitive to ordering relations in
the mapping to degrees. However, such theories are limited to considerations of ‘base orderings’ between
individuals as introduced by the GA, and some homomorphic relationship between the base ordering and
scalar structure; see for example Bale and Schwarzschild, this volume.



(10) a. Ann bought more coffee than Betty did.

b. ∃e(ag(e, a) & buy(e) & ∃x(th(e, x) & coffee(x) & σ(µ)(x) > δ′′))

(11) a. Ann ran more than Betty did.

b. ∃e(ag(e, a) & run(e) & σ(µ)(e) > δ′′′)

Relatedly, the measurand must be drawn from a domain that has such structure, non-

trivially. This claim explains the oddity of count NPs (?more toy) and perfective telic

VPs (?die (that time) more) in the comparative (Wellwood, Hacquard & Pancheva 2012) in

terms of the independently-motivated assumption that the extensions of such predicates are

simply unordered sets of atomic entities. These ‘flat’ structures are presupposed by plural

morphology, however, and any comparative targeting a plural XP (e.g., toy-s, or jump-pl)

is fine and interpreted as a comparison by number. According to Bale & Barner (2009) and

Wellwood (2018), this restriction is due to the fact that plural syntax introduces formally

distinct structures—a set of pluralities ordered by a plural or individual part-of relation—

against which the selection of σ(µ) can be determined. The shift in dimensionality, for

example, from more coffee to more coffees can, in turn, be explained in terms of a shift in

‘what is measured’. Table 1 summarizes one approach to this (cf. see Wellwood 2018).12

expression semantics dimension

toy λx : at(x) . toy(x) -
toy-s λX . [∀x : X(x) & at(x)] toy(x) number
coffee λy . coffee(y) volume, weight
coffee-s λX . [∀x : X(x) & at(x)] ∃y(x Cm y & coffee(y)) number

jump λe : at(e) . jump(e) -
jump-pl λE . [∀e : E(e) & at(e)] jump(e) number
move λe′ . move(e′) distance, duration
move-pl λE . [∀e : E(e) & at(e)] ∃e′(e Ct e

′ & move(e′)) number

Table 1: Hypothesized links between phrasal form, meaning, and dimensions for comparison.
Bare occurrences of count nouns like toy and eventive verbs like jump are semantically
restricted to atomic elements (at), which themselves are the minimal parts of pluralities.

12We use the colon in terms like λα : at(α) and ∀α : (α) to indicate domain restriction.



2.3 Theory evaluation

The theory of comparatives just sketched captures some interesting and important facts

about semantic competence. Speakers allow the dimension for comparison with both nominal

and verbal more to vary, but not without limit: both the observed variability and constraints

are correlated with, if not explained by, abstract referential properties of what is targeted for

measurement and comparison. Ultimately, of course, the explanatory power of a theory like

this will depend on the extent to which it can predict new observations. In the present case,

the theory will be predictive only once we have an independent theory of ‘the domain’ D—

that is, some independent way of verifying whether we are right about the properties we’ve

hypothesized for different sorts of entities in D. Generally, two options are considered: either

our domain is identical with the world as described by physical or metaphysical theory, or

with the way we represent the world, as described by cognitive scientists. In the former case,

semantics interacts with metaphysics; in the latter, it interacts with systems of perception

and reasoning.

That is, assume that predicate P introduces domain, DP , with such and such properties.

The theory will then say what the semantic significance of combining bare more with P

should be, in light of the properties of DP . This is alright, as far as it goes. A semantic

theory describes a certain relation between linguistic objects and non-linguistic objects, and

so it seems appropriate that explanations in semantics should sometimes depend, in part,

on properties of those relata. On the morphosyntax side, theories of morphology and syntax

provide independent checks on the theory; but what about on the non-linguistic side? Put

differently, how can we determine the properties of DP ? So far, the independent evidence

that we’ve considered for those properties comes from other areas of semantic analysis (e.g.,

the mass/count and telicity literatures).

Armed only with linguistic evidence for the properties of the relevant non-linguistic ob-

jects, the theory cannot predict, for example, how the combination of more and P will be



interpreted, for novel P . In such a case, there is no other linguistic data to check for the

referential properties of P . We think that a semantic theory should be able to predict di-

mensional choices in such cases, since this is precisely the situation that young acquirers of

English are plausibly regularly faced with, and, as Chomsky (1965) famously reminded us,

an explanatory linguistic theory must be able to explain language acquisition.

While in many cases it may be appropriate to think about the domain in terms of what

we ‘talk as if ’ there is (e.g., Bach, 1986), to be predictive we must go beyond this. This is

what we would like to do in the remainder of this chapter: to think explicitly about how

subtle features of linguistic structure might align with representations and operations in non-

linguistic cognition. While features of metaphysical reality might be relevant in explaining

semantic competence at some point, we directly face the question of how linguistic and

non-linguistic cognition are connected: the primary data of formal semantics—judgments of

sentential truth and falsity in context—is output by minds, after all (cf. Pietroski, 2010).

In approaching this question from the perspective of cognitive science, there is a huge

body of work in psycholinguistics, language acquisition, vision science, and conceptual de-

velopment linking mass/count language (at least as applied to the concrete, or basic level

categories, as we have assumed) to the conceptual distinction between object and sub-

stance (see Rips & Hespos 2015 for a broad overview). Recently, Wellwood, Hespos &

Rips (2018b) have extended this type of research into the atelic/telic distinction, character-

izing the event/process distinction as conceptual in nature, and parallel to the distinction

between object/substance. In particular, they discovered that the same feature which cues

people towards ‘atomic’ concepts in the static domain—namely, non-arbitrariness of form, in

this case spatial—also cues people towards ‘atomic’ concepts in the dynamic domain, where

(non-)arbitrariness is primarily temporally determined.

The right kind of test that more is sensitive to ontological features, and that these fea-

tures are at least worked out independently of language, has been conducted for nominal



mass/count and conceptual object/substance by Barner & Snedeker (2004). These authors

presented their research participants with novel stuff, the features of which were manipu-

lated between those independently thought to influence categorization in terms of object

versus substance concepts (amongst which are shape complexity, regularity, or repetition,

etc.; again, see Rips & Hespos 2015). Next, they varied the sizes of the stuff/things and

apportioned them in varying numbers, such that agent A had more if it by number and

agent B had more of it by size. Now they could test whether ontological category influences

dimensional choices, and they found that it did: participants strongly preferred to compare

more N by number when given salient ‘object’ cues for N, whereas they strongly preferred

area given ‘substance’ cues.

Such a test provides compelling evidence for the ontology-sensitivity of nominal more (as

well as for the cognitive interpretation of that theory13). An appropriate test of verbal more,

then, will have the same structure. Here, though, the independent evidence for a conceptual

event/activity distinction is thinner on the ground, but this may be only because it hasn’t

yet been sought out in earnest. Here is how we think it best to proceed to the relevant test

in a series of steps, of which the present contribution is only the first.

A prior study uses known verbs, and tests the semantic theory’s claims about the inter-

pretation of verbal and adverbial comparatives. Ideally, this test uses ‘ambiguous’ displays

which can be described in various ways, and in which it is possible to compare along multiple

competing dimensions (cf. Odic, Pietroski, Hunter, Halberda & Lidz, 2018). Here, different

linguistic forms are evaluated against identical displays, making it possible in principle to

attribute observed differences in evaluation to properties of the linguistic objects themselves.

The second test constructs ‘unambiguous’ displays like those Barner & Snedeker used, which

in this case are independently thought to suggest event versus activity categorization. Now,

13Or at least, it seems to us that the cognitive interpretation will directly support the linking hypotheses
needed for Barner & Snedeker’s result to count as evidence for the theory in the first place.



the strong prediction of the semantic theory can be tested: described with verb V, if some

action independently suggests event categorization, then V more should be evaluated by

number; if the scene suggests activity categorization, other dimensions should be permitted

if not obligatory.

And so we proceed to the first step (Experiments 1 and 2), laying some of the preliminary

foundations for the second (Experiments 3 and 4). Because we are only getting part of the

way to the prediction that we ultimately aim to test, we can’t answer here some of the

interesting theoretical questions that would arise should the dynamic test go the way of

Barner & Snedeker’s static test. For example: what kind of a meaning is that of more? If

we should consider that meaning as at least related to some ‘domain-general’ concept (e.g.,

Odic, 2018), what does that tell us about meaning in general, and about the cognitive power

of language, specifically (cf. Spelke, 2003)?

For now, we turn to the experimental work.

3 Experiments

We investigate the evaluation of comparatives with event and activity verbs against dynamic

displays that make multiple competing dimensions for comparison available. Testing adver-

bial comparatives that explicitly indicate the dimension for comparison (more times, longer,

and higher), we can see how well participants are able to target and compare relations along

each of the available dimensions. Testing verbal comparatives with bare more, we can see

whether participants are sensitive to a target verb’s event structure in selecting the dimen-

sion for comparison. Finally, we can test variants on the visual scene to see how that impacts

dimensional selection when grammar leaves multiple options open.

As described below, we found that participants were highly accurate in their evaluation

of adverbial comparatives along the stated dimensions, irrespective of the verb (Experiments



1 and 2). Moreover, they were highly consistent with a number-based evaluation for jump

more (i.e., their responses were qualitatively the same as for the evaluation of jump more

times ; Experiment 1). In contrast, given the same dynamic scenes, our participants were far

less likely to evaluate comparatives with move more by number, instead selecting number

and distance at roughly the same rate (Experiment 2). Yet, ‘undoing’ certain features of our

dynamic displays to make them more activity-like did not substantially impact participants’

choice of number versus distance for move more (Experiments 3 and 4).

In what follows, we first describe the methodological similarities and differences between

Experiments 1-4 taken together, followed by an overview of the results of the four experi-

ments, and finally detailed presentation of the results of the individual experiments. While

this order of presentation is non-standard, we believe it helps to eliminate much redundancy

in the text and to ensure that the similarities and differences between the experiments can

be quickly and easily grasped.

3.1 Overview

Our four experiments all involved asking comparative questions about two objects, A and

B, where the extent to which each of their movements instantiated different dimensional

values (number, height, and duration) was varied independently. In Experiments 1 and 2,

these movement patterns were programmed to look, as much as possible, like jumps: the

velocity of A or B’s back-and-forth movement would change as the object approached the

maximum point in its trajectory, and again as it made its return; and the object would

pause briefly between one back-and-forth movement and the next. Experiment 1 tested the

evaluation of comparatives with jump against these displays, where Experiment 2 used move

and the same displays. Experiments 3 and 4 only tested the evaluation of comparatives

with move. Experiment 3 eliminated velocity changes from the displays, and Experiment 4

further eliminated the pauses in between each back-and-forth movement.



We predicted that, presented with a comparative that explicitly states the intended

dimension for comparison (i.e., more times, higher, and longer), participants would base

their evaluation on the appropriate dimension (number, height, and duration, respectively),

regardless of the verb. Presented with bare more, the lexical semantics of the verb should

impact participants’ dimensional choices: they should use number for jump more because

jump is an event verb; however, because move is an activity verb that can be used in event

VPs, participants in principle should be more flexible in their dimensional choices here.

Since we anticipated that any of number, height, or duration could be viable options for

quantification with move more, our experiments were designed so that we would be able to

tease out which of these dimensions participants preferred to use.

Thus, Experiments 1 and 2 were designed to establish two things. First, that the lexical

semantics of the verb plays no role in dimensional selection for explicit adverbial compara-

tives, and second, that the lexical semantics of the verb does play a role in the evaluation

of comparatives with bare more. Experiments 3 and 4 inquired as to whether certain low

level features of the visual scene could push around participants’ selection of number versus

height when evaluating move more, while leaving responses to the adverbial comparatives

unchanged. The modifications we made to the dynamic displays of Experiments 1 and 2

that define Experiments 3 and 4 might, we reasoned, reduce the salience of a ‘jump’-type

parse of the scene, and thus lead participants to prefer the activity VP parse of move more.

If so, this would decrease the proportion of number-based responses.

To preview our results, we found that people interpreted jump more the same as jump

more times, but they did not interpret move more this way. Even for identical displays,

more latches onto a different dimension depending on the event structure of the verb, as we

expected. Yet, in contrast, we did not find that independent manipulations of the visual scene

predicted which dimension people would land on for move more, which we found uniformaly

supported both the resolution ‘move more times’ and ‘move farther’.



3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Participants

All of our participants were Northwestern University undergraduate students recruited through

the Linguistics Department subject pool in accord with approved Institutional Review Board

practices. Each received 1 lab credit for their participation, and each saw 240 trials. Study

participation lasted 45 minutes on average. The total number of participants and observa-

tions by experiment are reported in Table 2.

Experiment Number of Participants Total observations
1 20 4800
2 20 4800
3 21 5040
4 21 5040

Table 2: Participant information for all experiments

3.2.2 Design

Participants evaluated comparative questions against scenes of a red star (object A in our

shorthand) and a blue heart (object B) moving. Experiment 1 tested comparatives with

jump and Experiments 2-4 tested comparatives with move. Each experiment manipulated

2 factors: comparative and simultaneity. Comparative had 4 levels (higher, longer,

more times, and more) which, combined with the verb tested in a given experiment, defined

the questions that we asked participants; i.e. (12) and (13).

(12) Questions for Experiment 1:

a. Did the red star jump HIGHER than the blue heart?

b. Did the red star jump LONGER than the blue heart?

c. Did the red star jump MORE TIMES than the blue heart?

d. Did the red star jump MORE than the blue heart?



(13) Questions for Experiments 2, 3, and 4:

a. Did the red star move HIGHER than the blue heart?

b. Did the red star move LONGER than the blue heart?

c. Did the red star move MORE TIMES than the blue heart?

d. Did the red star move MORE than the blue heart?

Comparative was manipulated within subjects, in order to allow us to compare how

the evaluation of bare more comparatives (the test conditions) compared with that of each

of our adverbial comparatives (the control conditions) for each participant. The control for

number was more times, the control for height was higher, and the control for duration was

longer. Since participants responded with a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to each question, we could

compare responses to the test conditions by transforming these responses into each of three

‘correct by’ measures, e.g. a participant’s ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response was coded as 1 for ‘correct by

number’ if that response was predicted by a number-based comparison, and 0 otherwise. (See

Section 3.2.3). Each set of ‘correct by’ measures could then be used to compare responses

to test questions with more and the appropriate control question.

The factor simultaneity had 2 levels (sequential and simultaneous) and was manipu-

lated within subjects. Half of the videos each participant saw showed the red star and the

blue heart’s movement patterns sequentially and the other half simultaneously. In sequential

trials, the red star completed all of its back and forth movements before the blue star started

moving, and in simultaneous trials the two started at the same time. Initial pilot studies

showed that some dimensions were easier or harder to track depending on this presentation

mode: duration (and sometimes height) was more difficult in the sequential presentation,

whereas number was more difficult in the simultaneous presentation. By incorporating both

modes, we can control for any effects of presentation mode on dimensional selection. In

particular, we expect to see different ‘correct by’ measures impacted differently depending



on the presentation mode, in line with our pilot observations.

3.2.3 Stimuli

The stimuli for this experiment were created in Matlab version 8.6 using Psychophysics

toolbox (Brainard 1997; Pelli 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, and Pelli 2007).

First, the background against which our objects moved differed based on the verb tested

in the experiment (see Figure 1, Table 4), in order to differentially make description in terms

of jump or move more felicitous.

Figure 1: Screenshot of trial display for horizontal split (left) and vertical split (right)

In each of our dynamic displays, our two objects moved different numbers of times,

reaching different heights at differing durations. The parameters determining each object’s

particular movements were drawn from the set in Table 3. (Due to a programming error, the

possible heights in Experiments 3 and 4 differed from those of Experiments 1 and 2.) Each

row in Table 3 defines a ‘parameter set’, indexing values along each of our three dimensions

(e.g., 2, 600, 8 describes a parameter set of 2 moves to 600 pixels high for 8 seconds). Each

experimental trial was defined by assigning non-identical parameter sets to the two objects,

generating 30 unique pairs of parameter sets, or trial types.14 On any given trial, object A

“won” according to one or two of the parameters, and B won on the remainder. Thus, any

two dimensions would agree on the ‘winner’ about 33% overall in Experiments 1 and 2; due

14There was one trial that differed from this design due to a programming error. The trial where A’s
parameters were the set 3, 800, 4, and B’s were the set 2, 600, 8 was accidentally coded to have A’s height
to be 600 pixels.



to the programming error affecting the height values in Experiments 3 and 4, the level of

agreement between pairs of parameters was 66%.

Height (pixels)
Number

Duration
(seconds) E1, E2 E3, E4

2 8 600 480
2 6 800 280
3 8 400 680
3 4 800 280
4 4 600 480
4 6 400 680

Table 3: Parameter sets for dimensions of movement (including separate heights for Exper-
iments 1 and 2 versus Experiments 3 and 4)

The specific manner in which the objects moved was the same for Experiments 1 and

2, but differed by design for Experiments 3 and 4 (see Table 4). Initially, we wanted the

objects’ movements to look as much like real jumping as possible. In Experiments 1 and 2, the

objects’ back-and-forth movement pattern followed a sine curve, such that they slowed down

as they moved upwards and sped up as they returned to their starting position, and they

paused briefly between each movement.15 Experiment 3 subtracted the sine curve pattern,

and Experiment 4 furthermore subtracted the temporal pauses between movements.

Experiment Sine curve Pauses Screen split
1 3 3 horizontal
2 3 3 vertical
3 7 3 vertical
4 7 7 vertical

Table 4: Display and animation differences between experiments

15The temporal pauses contributed to our calculation of total duration. Due to a programming error,
however, the pauses between jumps were 0.10 seconds instead of the intended 0.15 seconds, which puts the
actual duration off by 0.05 - 0.15 seconds from the round numbers presented in Table 3.



3.2.4 Blocking

All of our experiments were blocked by simultaneity, with half of the participants seeing

all of the sequential animations first and the other half seeing the simultaneous animations

first. We made this choice in order to avoid any potential switching costs related to changes

in the presentation mode from trial to trial. Within each of the two blocks, trials were

furthermore divided into four sub-blocks, one for each level of the comparative factor, also

to avoid incurring any potential switching costs. The order of thesub-blocks was randomized,

and each contained the full set of 30 unique trial types as discussed above. The order of

these trials was randomized within each sub-block.

3.2.5 Procedure

The experiments were run on a computer using Matlab. Following the informed consent

process, the participant began the study on an instructions screen, and pressed the space

bar to proceed to the experiment. This began the first block, which started by telling the

participant which question they would be asked for the first sub-block.16 Pressing the space

bar again advances to the first trial. For each trial, the participant saw a fixation cross,

followed by the animation, and then they would see a response screen with a question and

response key options (see Figure 2). Participants were asked to respond to each question

with a key press, where F indicated ‘yes’ and J indicated ‘no’. Pressing F or J advances

to a new screen, which prompts the participant to press the space bar to advance to the

next trial, or to advance to the next block or sub-block if they have completed the current

sub-block.

16We hypothesized that asking the question first would guide participants’ attention to their preferred
dimension and thus reduce noise in the measurements. Asking the target question following the presenta-
tion of the stimulus would require participants to encode all relevant dimensional information; it may be
interesting to know how many of these dimensions, and with what accuracy, can be faithfully recorded, but
these questions are orthogonal for present concerns.



Figure 2: Trial structure with stimulus from Experiment 1

3.2.6 Data coding and analyses

For all experiments, we coded our participants’ raw ‘yes’/‘no’ responses using three ‘consis-

tency measures’, one for each of the dimensions number, height, and duration (cf. Section

3.2.2). For example, on a given trial A may have exceeded B along the dimensions num-

ber and height, but not duration; thus, a ‘yes’ response on this trial would be counted as

consistent for number and for height, but not for duration; a ‘no’ response would register

as consistent for duration, but not for number or height. In our statistical analyses, we

conducted three separate sets of analyses based on each of these consistency measures: for

consistency with number, the set of responses in the more condition was compared with

those for more times ; for consistency with height, more was compared with higher ; and for

duration, more was compared with longer.

To conduct these statistical analyses for Experiments 1 and 2, we constructed distinct

subsets of our data that overlapped in the set of responses to the test comparative more,

and which differed otherwise in including responses to the control comparative relevant for a

given consistency measure (e.g., checking consistency by number for more uses the ‘correct by

number’ measure, and those responses are compared to more times responses using the same

measure). For each of these subsets, we conducted generalized linear mixed effects model

comparisons with maximal random effects structure, including random slopes and intercepts



by subject (Barr, Levy, Scheepers & Tily, 2013), and using the relevant consistency measure

as the dependent variable (e.g., the responses to more and more times were compared based

on the ‘consistency by number’ measure). In each analysis, we report model comparisons

for our 2 factors, which were contrast coded: comparative (two levels, different for each

subset of the data analyzed) and simultaneity. The significance levels that we report for a

given factor were calculated by comparing the relevant maximal model to a nearly identical

model differing only in its exclusion of the relevant factor. All analyses were conducted using

R’s lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker & Walker, 2014).

Additionally, we conducted paired two-sided t-tests in Experiments 2-4, as noted below,

by comparing participant means for consistency with number and height in the move more

condition.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Overview of findings

The main results of these experiments are summarized in Figure 3, which plots the consis-

tency of responses based on number versus height, as a function of the verb combined with

bare more versus the relevant control adverbial. As the figure shows, our participants were

highly consistent with the expected dimension for the control conditions with adverbial com-

paratives, regardless of the verb, but dimensional choices differed with more depending on

the verb. As we predicted, participants were highly consistent with number for jump more,

much more so than for move more. In the latter case, participants roughly equivocated

between number and height. This finding is significant in that people make crucial reference

to the event structure of the verb in resolving dimensional selection with more.

As Figure 4 shows, the changes in the visual scenes did not impact participants’ ability to

carry out number-based comparisons of the movements (i.e., performance with more times),



Figure 3: Consistency with number (left) and height (right) for test (top) and control (bot-
tom) conditions for verbs jump (Experiment 1) and move (Experiment 2)

but those changes also failed to decrease participants’ proportion of number-based choices

with move more. In other words, participants persisted in choosing number and height

equally often in our three move experiments. These findings suggest again a critical role for

the linguistic information in fixing dimensional selection. However, before concluding that

purely visual information is irrelevant in this respect, a number of additional questions must

be addressed. We discuss this in more detail below.

3.3.2 Experiment 1: jump

In this experiment, we were interested in determining (i) the extent to which participants

are able to estimate and compare number, height, and duration in simple dynamic scenes,

as determined by their responses to our control comparatives, and (ii) whether they choose

number as the relevant dimension for evaluating jump more. Our participants were asked all

of the four questions that can be formed from (14) in separate blocks (once for simultaneous



Figure 4: Consistency with number for trials that are unambiguous between number and
height for Experiments 2, 3, and 4 for control condition (more times, left) and test condition
(more, right)

presentation, and again for sequential).

(14) Did the red star jump HIGHER/LONGER/MORE TIMES/MORE than the blue
heart?

In overview, we found for (i) that participants were highly accurate at tracking each of

the dimensions for comparison that we varied, roughly equally so for each dimension, and

for (ii) that participants’ responses to jump more questions were nearly as highly consistent

with number as were their responses to jump more times questions (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Experiment 1 responses coded for consistency with number (left), height (center),
and duration (right). For each graph, the left bar plots the control comparative, and the
right bar plots the test comparative more.

Table 5 shows the results of the generalized linear mixed effects model comparisons for our



two factors (see Section 3.2.6). First, we found that responses to more were only marginally

different from responses to more times with respect to consistency by number (p = 0.07),

while those responses were massively different from the relevant controls for consistency with

height (higher) and consistency with distance (longer). Inspecting the means in Table 5,

these results support the conclusion that jump more was judged roughly equivalently to jump

more times, but completely differently from jump higher or jump longer.

As can also be seen in Table 5, we found that simultaneity had a significant effect

on all three consistency measures, in the directions we expected based on our pilot studies.

Consistency with number declined in the simultaneous mode relative to the sequential mode;

in contrast, consistency with height and consistency with duration declined in the sequential

mode relative to the simultaneous mode. These results validate our inclusion of both pre-

sentation modes to test dimensional specification with more. We found no interaction effects

between simultaneity and comparative with two of our consistency measures (number:

χ2 < 1, p = 0.35; height: χ2 < 1, p = 0.25), but a marginal effect on the third (duration:

χ2 = 3.5, p = 0.06).

Measure Factor Level Mean β SE χ2 p

number
comparative

more times 0.90
0.57 0.30 3.3 0.07

more 0.85

simultaneity
seq 0.90

0.99 0.25 14.5
<0.001

***simul 0.85

height
comparative

higher 0.93
3.12 0.23 48.4

<0.001
***more 0.42

simultaneity
seq 0.66

-0.30 0.13 5.3
0.02

*simul 0.69

duration
comparative

longer 0.87
2.66 0.20 46.5

<0.001
***more 0.34

simultaneity
seq 0.56

-0.30 0.11 6.9
<0.01

**simul 0.62

Table 5: Experiment 1 generalized linear mixed effects model output for factors compara-
tive and simultaneity

These results were as expected based on the semantic theory. Our participants evaluated



our dynamic scenes based on the dimension specified explicitly by the control comparatives,

and based on number when bare more was paired with jump. These results thus establish a

baseline for ‘ceiling’ performance at evaluating number, height, and duration for our displays,

and a basis for comparison of the effects of lexical semantics on that evaluation. If we replace

the event verb jump with the activity verb move, while keeping the visual stimuli unchanged,

will we see different dimensional choices with bare more?

3.3.3 Experiment 2: move

In this experiment, we wanted to determine (i) the extent to which people are able to estimate

and compare the three possible dimensions available in our dynamic scenes in the control

conditions, and (ii) whether they are flexible in their choice of dimension for evaluating move

more. Participants were asked all of the four questions formed from (15) in separate blocks

(once for simultaneous presentation, and again for sequential).

(15) Did the red star move HIGHER/LONGER/MORE TIMES/MORE than the blue
heart?

In overview, we found for (i) that participants were highly accurate when tracking the

appropriate dimension for comparison and (ii) that participants’ responses to move more

were flexible in the chosen dimension, choosing either number or height to evaluate the

comparative (see Figure 6).

Table 6 shows the results of the generalized linear mixed effects model for our two factors.

For comparative, we see a significant effect for all three consistency measures. This result,

combined with the mean consistency for the controls, suggest that participants were quan-

tifying by the expected dimension for adverbial comparatives. It additionally shows that

participants were not fully consistent with one potential dimension when evaluating move

more. Instead, results show that participants are using both number- and height-based

quantification at a level above what we would expect from potential overlapping dimensions,
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Figure 6: Experiment 2 responses coded for consistency with number (left), height (center),
and duration (right). For each graph, the left bar plots the control comparative, and the
right bar plots the test comparative more.

while they are not using duration-based quantification to evaluate move more.

We see in Table 6 that there are also significant main effects of simultaneity on both

consistency with number and duration. As in Experiment 1, this result is not surprising

given the relative difficulty of tracking different dimensions in different animation types.

The results here are in line with our predictions.

Measure Factor Level Mean β SE χ2 p

number
comparative

more times 0.90
1.85 0.20 34.4

<0.001
***more 0.64

simultaneity
seq 0.79

0.51 0.19 6.7
<0.01

**simul 0.75

height
comparative

higher 0.92
2.52 0.30 30.2

<0.001
***more 0.60

simultaneity
seq 0.74

-0.04 0.28 0.01 0.91
simul 0.78

duration
comparative

longer 0.84
2.81 0.24 43.4

<0.001
***more 0.33

simultaneity
seq 0.57

-0.54 0.21 6.1
0.01

*simul 0.61

Table 6: Experiment 2 generalized linear mixed effects model output for factors compara-
tive and simultaneity

While two of our consistency measures showed no interaction between comparative

and simultaneity (number: χ2 < 1, p = 0.32; height: χ2 < 1, p = 0.56), there was a sig-



nificant interaction for the consistency with duration measure (β=-1.21, SE=0.32, χ2=11.7,

p < 0.001). This interaction is such that only the comparative level longer was largely

impacted by the simultaneity (longer, sequential: 0.79; longer, simultaneous: 0.89; more,

sequential: 0.34; more, simultaneous: 0.33). This result is easily explained by the fact that

participants chose not to evaluate move more based on duration. Because they did evaluate

move longer in this way, this evaluation was selectively impacted by trials where duration

was harder to track.

Table 6 shows that number was used to evaluate move more 64% of the time, while height

was used to evaluate move more 60% of the time. We found that there was no significant

difference between the means (t(19)=0.75, p = 0.46).

Participants used both number and height to evaluate move more, which the semantic

theory permits. It is unclear to us why our participants didn’t use duration, however. They

were able to track this dimension, as shown by performance on longer (both in Experiments

1 and 2), and duration should be a viable option. It is possible that our visual stimuli made

two of the available dimensions more salient than the others, masking what might otherwise

be the use of duration. We speculate that, if we made the animations look less event-like,

and so more activity-like, that would lead participants to decrease their consistency with

number, and make greater use of the available continuous dimensions.

3.3.4 Experiments 3 and 4

We conducted two alternate versions of Experiment 2, each ‘undoing’ a salient feature of

the visual displays that we initially included to make the animations more jump-like (and

so, potentially, more liable to event-based categorization and number-based quantification).

Experiment 3 undid the changes in speed from the previous experiments, instead using a

constant speed, and Experiment 4 furthermore undid the pauses between individual move-

ments. In this section, we hone in on participants’ responses to move more, and compare



those responses for their consistency with number with their consistency with height. We

consider these two measures in particular in order to see if participants continue to use num-

ber and height equally, as they did in Experiment 2. Because the means for consistency with

duration fall within the region of overlapping with another dimension in both experiments,

we have no evidence that the experimental manipulations encouraged use of duration, and

thus did not include this measure in this analysis.

Our results suggest that these differences in the manner of movement did not lead to

different preferences for the evaluation of move more at all. For example, Experiment 2

showed equal use of number and height, while use of duration was in the region expected

by overlapping dimensions (consistency with... number: 0.64; height: 0.60; duration: 0.33).

These results are roughly equal to Experiment 3 (number: 0.81; height: 0.78; duration:

0.49), and to Experiment 4 (number: 0.78; height: 0.79; duration: 0.51).

Experiment 2 found that participants used number and height equally often to evaluate

move more. If our present experimental manipulations decreased number-based responses,

we would expect the means for consistency with number and consistency with height to be

different. Yet, they appeared to be roughly equivalent both in Experiment 3 (number: 0.81,

height: 0.78) and in Experiment 4 (number: 0.78, height: 0.79), and statistical analyses con-

firm this equivalence. We found that there was no significant difference between these means

for Experiment 3 (t(20)=1.28, p = 0.21) or Experiment 4 (t(20)=-0.36, p = 0.72). This

result suggests that, as in Experiment 2, participants were using number and height equally

as often to evaluate move more, which further suggests that the experimental manipulations

had no impact on their choice of dimension.

So far at least, we have no evidence that the visual scene pushes around dimensional

preferences when grammar makes multiple ones available, as it does with move more. Future

research is needed to know whether and when we might expect the visual scene to have this

impact.



4 General Discussion

We showed that the semantic theory of adverbial and verbal comparatives makes good pre-

dictions when evaluated in a formal experimental setting. Comparatives with bare more and

jump are evaluated by number, while those with move are more flexible. Furthermore, while

we observed that dimensional selection was sensitive to verb semantics with more, the verb

had little impact on that selection when the dimension to be used was specified explicitly

(more times, higher, longer).

Experiment 1 showed that participants were able to quantify based on the expected

dimensions for comparison in control conditions (i.e., those with adverbial comparatives),

and that they also chose the predicted dimension of number for jump more. Experiment

2 confirmed that the dimensions chosen for quantification of adverbial comparatives does

not differ by verb, while also showing that, even when the visual display is identical, the

change in verb impacts quantification of the verbal comparative. Our participants used both

number and height equally to evaluate move more. Perhaps surprisingly, we did not detect

participants using duration for such comparisons, though their performance in the move

longer condition suggests that this dimension was available to them.

With Experiments 3 and 4, we wanted to further investigate if we could push down

the proportion of number-based responses by making the visual displays intuitively less

event-like. However, these changes did not lead us to observe different preferences: our

participants still used number and height equivalently often. Minimally, these results suggest

that the lexical semantics of the verb was more important to dimensional selection (compare

Experiments 1 and 2) than was the visual scene (compare Experiments 2, 3, and 4). However,

it is still possible that visual properties could impact dimensionality—we just may not have

uncovered the proper visual cues to manipulate.

This, we contend, suggests the need for follow-up studies that can tell us more about



how dynamic scenes are parsed, independently of language. In other words, it requires a

cognitive psychology of the event/activity distinction.
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